
away. I wanted to see if she got upset, the baby would be upset. 
But she apparently figured he had to do something & she got 
along fairly well most of the afternoon, except they said the baby 
was fussy. But then when he stayed overtime—longer than she 
apparently felt he should stay—the baby began having fits again! 
But as soon as he got home, everything was fine again. It's real
ly a pitiful case! 

2. Well, Beloved, I believe God, that's all 1 know! When 
God gave me the answer, that's it, whether anybody else wants 
to believe it or not! Apparently in her heart, no matter what she 
tries to pretend, she is a perverse & rebellious woman! And when 
Lydia announced that Eman was leaving to go to work on orders 
from me, what did you say she looked like, Lydia? (Lydia: That 
real funny stare comes just like, "Oh no!" She began to object 
that the baby might have a bowel movement & that's when the 
baby started having fits yesterday. In other words, "Don't go, the 
baby's going to have a fit!"—Like threatening & doubting.) Piti
ful, it's really pitiful! Poor baby! 

3. Well, if we let it go on at this rate, she'd be running the 
Home & getting things her way & whatever she wanted! 
Once the Lord's given the answer, which we got yesterday morn
ing, that's what it will have to be. But we've all learned a lot of 
good lessons, haven't we? 

4. We'll see how things go tomorrow without you & your 
influence. We've never tried this test on a case like this where 
a baby was affected, in other words, where a third party, you 
might say, was affected. But we've tested this out on adults who 
had this problem to see if when things didn't just go their way, 
if they would then throw their fits etc., & it almost always 
worked. Whenever they were not placated & pacified & 
humored & babied & pampered, when things didn't go just the 
way they wanted it, then they'd have their spells or their fits! 
Well, when a third party is concerned—in other words not only 
the Enemy in the first subject, but the second subject, that little 
baby who can't pretend or normally wouldn't do such a thing at 
his age—then you know it's something very serious spiritually! 

5. With these other subjects we've had experience dealing 
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with before, they never want to cause quite enough trouble 
to really totally lose their happy home unless they're pretty 
well fed-up & they really want to backslide & go home & for
get it all! They usually want to be just barely good enough to be 
able to stick around & cause trouble, not quite bad enough to get 
thrown out! In other words, if she can kind of keep control of the 
situation now & get things her way & get a lot of attention, that's 
what she's after, so therefore she wouldn't mind staying. 

6. And of course Jus is paying for his neglect! He didn't 
give them the attention they needed before, so now he & the 
others are having to give them nearly all their attention! Things 
have a way of working that way—we reap what we sow. 

7. She's right when she said she wouldn't be here except 
for the fact that she's Email's wife, that's the truth! Because 
she had no particular talent that we knew of at all that we needed 
here, except we had hoped that she would turn out to be the 
housekeeper & the baby-minder, because everybody else had 
jobs. Instead of that, everybody else is now having to do the 
housekeeping & the baby-minding while she's doing pretty 
good! So instead of her being a help, she's turned out to be a real 
hindrance, and we can't have all these shenanigans delaying the 
Work of the Lord! It's absorbed too much of our time already. 

8. Will you all please keep a very close eye on Gen? We 
were amazed that you're letting her go out shopping alone, be
cause this has always been stricdy against the rules, particular
ly with weaker brethren or sisters or problem cases. From now 
on she must never be left alone at home or be allowed to go out 
anywhere alone. If she should become disgruntled or angry with 
us or very unhappy about her situation or being here, all she 
would have to do to cause us a great deal of trouble would be to 
drop a letter in the mailbox to someone outside, revealing our 
whereabouts, or even make a phone call. She must never be left 
alone at any time from now on till this problem is solved. 

9. Gen does not seem to be responding to the Lord's 
answer by really desperately wanting to be delivered, & those 
who have been down there don't seem to think she's had any 
great change of heart. She still seems to be defending herself & 
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